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On Being a Christian and a Lawyer 1981 a discussion on the tradition of american legal
positivism the theory that it is necessary in working with law to set morals aside notre
dame law professor shaffer argues that modern day attorney client relationships are
characterized either by the ethics of role the lawyer does what the client wants or
tells the client what to do or by the ethics of isolation moral statements but no
dialogue it is a delusion shaffer suggests to pretend that conscience has nothing to do
with serving a client or that lawyer and client do not influence each other in place of
adversary ethics shaffer urges the profession to adopt an ethics of care a professional
relation marked by openness in moral dialogue in which the lawyer s calling becomes a
form of ministry telling the client it s up to you after a full exchange of views is not the
same as saying whatever you want for shaffer the american legal system s avoidance of
moral witnessing is nurtured by the legal education the often unstated choice is not
against morals but against morals as having intellectual importance law school
instruction either flatly avoids moral questions or by failing to explore students
stated moral positions suggests that there is no discipline in moral discourse law
school is where things have to begin changing there we can still try to tell the truth to
one another in elaborating his ethical view shaffer segues neatly from barth to buber to
trollope s orley farm to american legal history to the lives of thomas more and franz
jagerstatter this is an unremittingly learned book tough sledding for the intellectually
unprepared but intelligent well argued and bound to become controversial among law
and ethics scholars
The Education of a Lawyer 2014 the education of a lawyer is a delightful read that
provides invaluable advice about the practice of law written for aspiring and young
attorneys the book is a font of wisdom on a range of topics legal writing speaking
handling clients staying current on the law and managing all the relationships typically
encountered by lawyers derived from the author s decades of experience as a lawyer and
teacher the book is filled with stories and telling anecdotes some are hilarious some are
cautionary but nearly all contain a nugget of practical insight that readers can apply
to their own practice specific topics include how to speak effectively to any type of
group techniques to polish your writing and create more useful legal documents and
correspondence manage relationships with judges opposing counsel your local legal
community and client s how to stay current on the law improve your legal skills
throughout your career decidedly original and consistently entertaining the education
of a lawyer will make readers laugh think and nod in recognition and most importantly it
will help readers to become better lawyers
Women Lawyers 2013-09-11 the very presence of women in the law normal as it may
seem to us today signals revolutionary change in a social order that for centuries
entrusted control over its rules to men mona harrington examines both the problems
women meet when they claim equal authority as rule makers and the impact of new
perspectives and issues that women bring with them into the profession on the basis of
more than one hundred interviews with women lawyers judges law school professors and
law students and through the stories of their daily experiences harrington pinpoints and
analyzes the key factors holding women back in a profession still dominated by males
among them the men s club ambience the focus on billable hours sexual harassment and the
inequality it perpetuates lingering unequal division of labor at home and hostile media
images of women in positions of power she shows us what life is like for women lawyers in
practice today and how their dilemmas reflect the social issues of our time she gives us
the voices of women who have adapted to the cultural codes of corporate law and
women who have broken them women who have successfully balanced their professional
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and private lives and women who feel trapped by the combination of long hours at the
office and full responsibility at home she introduces us to women in new and alternative
firms on the faculties of small public law schools in in house legal departments in
prosecutors offices and courtrooms women who are devising new rules and legal
theories to bring about change women lawyers is must reading for every woman in the
midst of or contemplating a career in the law and for the men who work with them
The Lawyer's Myth 2010-02-15 lawyers today are in a moral crisis the popular
perception of the lawyer both within the legal community and beyond is no longer the abe
lincoln of american mythology but is often a greedy cynical manipulator of access and
power in the lawyer s myth walter bennett goes beyond the caricatures to explore the
deeper causes of why lawyers are losing their profession and what it will take to bring
it back bennett draws on his experience as a lawyer judge and law teacher as well as
upon oral histories of lawyers and judges in his exploration of how and why the legal
profession has lost its ennobling mythology effectively using examples from history
philosophy psychology mythology and literature bennett shows that the loss of
professionalism is more than merely the emergence of win at all cost strategies and a
scramble for personal wealth it is something more profound a loss of professional
community and soul bennett identifies the old heroic myths of american lawyers and
shows how they informed the values of professionalism through the middle of the last
century he shows why in our more diverse society those myths are inadequate guides for
today s lawyers and he also discusses the profession s agony over its trickster image
and demonstrates how that archetype is not only a psychological reality but a
necessary component of a vibrant professional mythology for lawyers at the heart of
bennett s eloquently written book is a call to reinvigorate the legal professional
community to do this lawyers must revive their creative capacities and develop a
meaningful professional mythology one based on a deeper understanding of
professionalism and a broader more compassionate ideal of justice
The Street Lawyer 1999 michael is a rising star scrambling up the ladder of a giant d c
law firm then one day a violent encounter with a homeless man leads him to discover
that his firm harbors a nasty little secret michael bolts with a top secret file and lands
in the streets an advocate for the homeless a street lawyer and a thief john grisham site
promotion jgrisham com
Thinking Like a Lawyer 2012-04-02 this primer on legal reasoning is aimed at law
students and upper level undergraduates but it is also an original exposition of basic
legal concepts that scholars and lawyers will find stimulating it covers such topics as
rules precedent authority analogical reasoning the common law statutory
interpretation legal realism judicial opinions legal facts and burden of proof
A Lawyer Writes 2018 this new edition of this text teaches the foundational principles
of critical reading analysis and writing in a clear and accessible way by putting the
reader in the place of a first year attorney the text shows law students how to
succeed in law school and in the practice of law using graphics and contrasting effective
and weak examples to illustrate concepts the book demonstrates best practices in both
traditional and electronic environments this book communicates essential skills and
theories so that they will be retained for a lifetime of legal practice
The Street Lawyer 2005 michael was in a hurry he was scrambling up the ladder at drake
sweeney a giant d c law firm with eight hundred lawyers the money was good and getting
better a partnership was three years away he was a rising star with no time to waste no
time to stop no time to toss a few coins into the cups of panhandlers no time for a
conscience but a violent encounter with a homeless man stopped him cold michael survived
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his assailant did not who was this man michael did some digging and learned that he was a
mentally ill veteran who d been in and out of shelters for many years then michael dug a
little deeper and found a dirty secret and the secret involved drake sweeney the fast
track derailed the ladder collapsed michael bolted the firm and took a top secret file
with him he landed in the streets an advocate for the homeless a street lawyer and a
thief from the hardcover edition
Diary of a Lawyer 2015-03-05 when her beloved father dies under suspicious
circumstances liberty deller finds herself the recipient of a host of mysterious objects as
well as a 500 000 inheritance viewing it as the perfect opportunity to uncover the
truth behind her father s death liberty joins his old firm and quickly realises that dark
secrets abound as paralegal to the ruthless lydia bammona liberty receives a crash
course in the moral and ethical limbo that exists at the yorkshire based law firm that s
funded by a pair of brothers known as the yorkshire terriors recording her thoughts and
one sided conversations with her deceased father in the diary that he left her liberty
slowly unravels a tangled web of lies that puts her in increasing amounts of danger as
robed men begin to follow her every move liberty falls victim to attempted murder
kidnapping and more but what do these mysterious stalkers want with surprising plot
twists that include family drama and a touch of romance diary of a lawyer offers up
plenty of suspense for lawyers and mystery lovers alike
A Lawyer's Guide to Healing 2006-09-18 a lawyers guide to healing
Beyond the Bar 2003-02-14 albert stark takes us on a journey through his first fifteen
years as a lawyer sixteen chapters written with the pace and interest of a novel teach
lessons in time management fee negotiation finding information and using it
advantageously from his first assignment as a public defender to a maze of legal
challenges and the clients and adversaries that go with them stark poignantly describes
the pitfalls and disillusionments as well as the triumphs that lay in the path of a
lawyer seeking independence by making a name for himself becoming financially independent
and intellectually independent insightful humorous and human just like albert stark
himself should be must reading for every young lawyer and anyone who relishes a
fascinating and superbly written book bob denney president robert denney associates inc
an extraordinarily well written account of the life of a lawyer absorbing david maister
author and consultant
Best Lawyer Jokes Ever 2002-03-04 hey know the difference between a dry cleaner and a
lawyer the cleaner pays if he loses your suit if a lawyer loses your suit he ll take you
to the cleaners the verdict is in these are the funniest jokes ever made about lawyers they
ll tip the scales of laughter in your favor and sentence you to hours of helpless
hilarity attorneys judges plaintiffs and defendants in these comic quips and riddles
everyone in the courtroom goes on trial here s just one what do you get when you cross
the godfather with a lawyer an offer you can t understand they ll all add up to a
winning case of amusement
Lawyers and Fidelity to Law 2010-09-07 even lawyers who obey the law often seem to
act unethically interfering with the discovery of truth subverting justice and inflicting
harm on innocent people standard arguments within legal ethics attempt to show why it
is permissible to do something as a lawyer that it would be wrong to do as an ordinary
person but in the view of most critics these arguments fail to turn wrongs into rights
even many lawyers think legal ethics is flawed because it does not accurately describe
the considerable moral value of their work in lawyers and fidelity to law bradley
wendel introduces a new conception of legal ethics that addresses the concerns of
lawyers and their critics alike wendel proposes an ethics grounded on the political value
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of law as a collective achievement that settles intractable conflicts allowing people
who disagree profoundly to live together in a peaceful stable society lawyers must be
loyal and competent client representatives wendel argues but these obligations must
always be exercised within the law that constitutes their own roles and confers rights
and duties upon their clients lawyers act unethically when they treat the law as an
inconvenient obstacle to be worked around and when they twist and distort it to help
their clients do what they are not legally entitled to do lawyers and fidelity to law
challenges lawyers and their critics to reconsider the nature and value of ethical
representation
Rogue Lawyer 2016-05 sebastian rudd is not your typical street lawyer he works out
of a customized bulletproof van complete with wi fi a bar a small fridge fine leather
chairs a hidden gun compartment and a heavily armed driver he has no firm no partners no
associates and only one employee his driver who s also his bodyguard law clerk
confidant and golf caddy he lives alone in a small but extremely safe penthouse
apartment and his primary piece of furniture is a vintage pool table he drinks small batch
bourbon and carries a gun sebastian defends people other lawyers won t go near a drug
addled tattooed kid rumored to be in a satanic cult who is accused of molesting and
murdering two little girls a vicious crime lord on death row a homeowner arrested for
shooting at a swat team that mistakenly invaded his house why these clients because he
believes everyone is entitled to a fair trial even if he sebastian has to cheat to secure one
he hates injustice doesn t like insurance companies banks or big corporations he distrusts
all levels of government and laughs at the justice system s notions of ethical behavior
Professional Prosperity for Lawyers 2015-10-06 lawyers you can revitalize your
career starting today whether you are in law school or a senior partner at an am law
100 firm this book can help you revitalize your career to find the perfect job and create
your ideal career benjamin barton a law professor at the university of tennessee in his
recent book on the legal profession stated that only 44 percent of biglaw lawyers
report satisfaction with their careers according to a 2014 gallup poll only 32 4 of
professionals in the united states were engaged with their jobs and over 15 were actively
disengaged there is a disconnect between lawyer s passions and their work some lawyers
detest their jobs others tolerate their work for the paycheck either way these lawyers
are detached and dissatisfied with their jobs they desire something deeper and more
meaningful in their work and career this book can help you revitalize your career and
achieve success prosperity and personal fulfillment success prosperity and personal
fulfillment as you and only you define those terms the professional prosperity for
lawyers system through the career revitalization system in this book you will use your
strengths to achieve goals reflecting your personal vision of an ideal career you will
explore jobs aligned with who you are and create a career path you have only dreamed of
pursuing your career revitalization is based on two central premises first lawyers must
view their career as a business whether you are a lawyer at the largest law firm in the
world or are a sole practitioner you are a business your career should be run like a
business second run your business as an entrepreneur if you want to be successful
prosperous and personally fulfilled if you want to realize your dreams of a perfect job
and ideal career the career revitalization process provides the framework use the
framework follow the process and take the actions you will get your perfect job and
create your ideal career a career giving you the freedom to do the work you what you
want to do when you want to do it and with the people you want to do it with imagine
getting up in the morning looking forward to your day being rested and full of energy
controlling your schedule working on projects that interest and excite you
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collaborating with people you like and respect taking time off to spend with family and
friends having time for leisure activities or working on projects outside your job this
career revitalization system is grounded in the practices processes and actions of many
lawyers who are successful prosperous and personally fulfilled you will live your
dreams by implementing the career revitalization process why i can help you revitalize
your career i had a successful legal career developed a book of business over 3 5 million
was an equity partner at two am law 100 firms was an in house counsel at a publicly
traded investment bank went from in house counsel to a law firm partner and left the
law on several occasions most importantly i know how you can achieve success
prosperity and personal fulfillment and i have a strong desire to help you discover the
path to your ideal career and life i also endured decades of boredom and stress as a
practicing lawyer i disliked much of my work and was frequently disengagement from it
substance abuse bouts of depression divorce and financial issues are part of my career
story and consideration of suicide on more than one occasion i could not enjoy the fruits
of my career success story i am now on a mission a mission to help you create an epic
career of success prosperity and personal fulfillment now is the time to take action
start today by buying and reading this book
Think Like a Lawyer 2013 resource added for the paralegal program 101101
The Essential Associate 2018-03-22 the essential associate is for young lawyers who
aspire to grow succeed and advance on a partnership track at a law firm it addresses the
dual imperatives that young lawyers must grapple with becoming an excellent lawyer
and developing a book of business building mastery as a lawyer and building a book of
business both take a long time no longer can young lawyers sit back and wait for
opportunities but never before have more tools and resources been available that allow
entrepreneurial minded lawyers to stand out and succeed from attorney coach and legal
marketing expert jay harrington the essential associate is a step by step guide that helps
young lawyers and law students preparing for a career in the law not just survive but
thrive in today s competitive law firm environment it includes insights from dozens of
successful lawyers at firms across the country general counsel at fortune 500
companies and top consultants to the legal industry the essential associate has been
praised by successful lawyers at law firms of all sizes foley lardner partner william
mckenna calls it a must read for every new biglaw associate and for that matter young
associates at every size firm mckenna believes that if every young associate reads this
book within the first six months of beginning practice and put its lessons to work in their
daily practice their careers will benefit immeasurably the essential associate is an
indispensable tool for any young lawyer hoping to achieve success in today s
competitive legal marketplace praise for the essential associate jay harrington s insights
on how to become an essential associate are spot on he provides practical advice on
what action steps to take to succeed in becoming a valuable team member and a better
lawyer brian mccarthy managing partner l a office skadden arps slate meagher flom jay
has been there done it and learned from it his gift is succinctly communicating his and
others lessons learned an enjoyable read that will help you succeed scott wolfson
partner at wolfson bolton the essential associate is a must read for anyone starting a
legal career or hoping to take their career to the next level it s highly practical and
brimming with concrete advice from high performing law firm partners on the qualities they
are looking for in young lawyers the first step to a successful legal career is
graduating from law school the next is reading the essential associate felicia perlman
partner at skadden arps slate meagher flom making the transition from a legal
philosopher law school to a legal practitioner is the hardest step every lawyer must
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make the essential associate is a vital resource to facilitate that process paul h
burton founder of quietspacing llc the essential associate combines a wealth of
practical insights into a readable story well attributed to interesting historical
figures giants of industry and hands on practitioners who have been in the trenches in
recent years dealing with a profession that has become a business william gilbride partner
at abbott nicholson if you re a new associate looking for fundamental advice on how to
get ahead the essential associate is a great place to start keith lee attorney author
and founder of associate s mind and lawyersmack the essential associate is a must read
for every new biglaw associate and for that matter young associates at every size firm
it combines clear guidelines and action steps with real life insights from a wide range of
attorneys who have spent years navigating the shoals of legal practice if every young
associate reads this book within the first six months of beginning practice and put its
lessons to work in their daily practice their careers will benefit immeasurably william
mckenna partner at foley lardne
The Leavenworth Case; A Lawyer’s Story 2023-09-04 reproduction of the original the
publishing house megali specialises in reproducing historical works in large print to make
reading easier for people with impaired vision
One L 2010-08-03 one l scott turow s journal of his first year at law school and a
best seller when it was first published in 1977 has gone on to become a virtual bible for
prospective law students not only does it introduce with remarkable clarity the ideas
and issues that are the stuff of legal education it brings alive the anxiety and
competiveness with others and even more with oneself that set the tone in this crucible of
character building each september a new crop of students enter harvard law school to
begin an intense often grueling sometimes harrowing year of introduction to the law
turow s group of one ls are fresh bright ambitious and more than a little daunting even
more impressive are the faculty will the one ls survive will they excel will they make the
law review the outward and visible sign of success in this ultra conservative microcosm
with remarkable insight into both his fellows and himself turow leads us through the ups
and downs the small triumphs and tragedies of the year in an absorbing and thought
provoking narrative that teaches the reader not only about law school and the law
but about the human beings who make them what they are in the new afterword for this
edition of one l the author looks back on law school from the perspective of ten years
work as a lawyer and offers some suggestions for reforming legal education
Avoiding Extinction 2016-04-21 the past few years have seen incredible innovations and
growth in the way legal services can be delivered yet most law firms around the world
continue to practice law the way it s been practiced for centuries namely as a labor
intensive endeavor carried out by high priced lawyers billing by the hour directly inspired
by richard susskind s groundbreaking the end of lawyers oxford univ press 2008 toronto
lawyer mitchell kowalski now provides a vivid believable account of everything a law
firm could be the fictional firm of bowen fong and chandri pc represents the cutting edge
of how a law firm can deliver top notch legal services build business and satisfy clients
end reliance on the billable hour leverage technology and constantly enhance and improve
its performance all while attracting and retaining top talent through the eyes of a
general counsel considering whether to retain the firm and a new associate learning how
the firm operates you ll discover the surprising secrets that those running the law firms
of the future need to know provided by american bar association
How To Choose A Lawyer — and Win Your Case 2017-02-03 when mitchell mcdeere
qualified third in his class at harvard offers poured in from every law firm in america the
firm the mitchell mcdeere chose was small but well respected they exceed mitch s wildest
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dreams eighty thousand a year a bmw and a low interest mortgage now the house the car
and the job are his then the nightmares begin
The Firm 1993 you don t look like a lawyer black women and systemic gendered racism
highlights how race and gender create barriers to recruitment professional development
and advancement to partnership for black women in elite corporate law firms utilizing
narratives of black female lawyers this book offers a blend of accessible theory to
benefit any reader willing to learn about the underlying challenges that lead to their
high attrition rates drawing from narratives of black female lawyers their experiences
center around gendered racism and are embedded within institutional practices at the
hands of predominantly white men in particular the book covers topics such as
appearance white narratives of affirmative action differences and similarities with white
women and black men exclusion from social and professional networking opportunities
and lack of mentors sponsors and substantive training this book highlights the often
hidden mechanisms elite law firms utilize to perpetuate and maintain a dominant white male
system weaving the narratives with a critical race analysis and accessible writing the
reader is exposed to this exclusive elite environment demonstrating the rawness and
reality of black women s experiences in white spaces finally we get to hear the voices of
black female lawyers as they tell their stories and perspectives on working in a highly
competitive racialized and gendered environment and the impact it has on their advancement
and beyond
You Don't Look Like a Lawyer 2019 a washington d c lawyer and a frequent major media
commentator on the supreme court anthony franze delivers a high stakes story of family
power loss and revenge set within the insular world of the highest court of our country
among washington d c power players everyone has secrets they desperately want to keep
hidden including sean serrat a supreme court lawyer sean transformed his misspent youth
into a model adulthood and now has one of the most respected legal careers in the
country but just as he learns he s on the short list to be nominated to the u s supreme
court his daughter abby a talented and dedicated law student goes missing abby s
lifeless body is soon found in the library of the supreme court and her boyfriend malik
montgomery a law clerk at the high court is immediately arrested the ensuing media frenzy
leads to allegations that malik s arrest was racially motivated sparking a national
controversy while the serrat family works through their grief sean begins to suspect the
authorities arrested the wrong person delving into the mysteries of his daughter s last
days sean stumbles over secrets within his own family as well as the lies of some of the
most powerful people in the country people who will stop at nothing to ensure that
sean never exposes the truth
The Advocate's Daughter 2016-03-22 diva successful former defense attorney exposes
the raw truth about the courtroom game and a career spent defending the guilty divdiv
as an advocate for the accused in newark new jersey criminal lawyer seymour wishman
defended a vast array of clients from burglars and thieves to rapists and murderers many
of them were poor and undereducated and nearly all of them were guilty but it was not
wishman s duty to pass moral judgment on those he represented his job was to convince a
jury to set his clients free or at the very least to impose the most lenient punishment
permissible by law and he was very good at his job reveling in the adrenaline rush of
winning wishman gave no thought to the ethical considerations of his daily dealings until
he was confronted on the street by a rape victim he had humiliated in the courtroom
divdiv divdiva fascinating no holds barred memoir of his years spent as attorney for the
damned wishman s confessions of a criminal lawyer is a startling and important work an
eye opening thought provoking examination of how the justice system works and how it
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should work by an attorney who both defended and prosecuted those accused of the
most horrific crimes div
Confessions of a Criminal Lawyer 2013-03-19 from law school to the law firm
lawyers are taught and encouraged to win with little regard to the emotional
consequences after years of being obsessed with winning racking up billable hours and
fishing for clients many lawyers lose sight of why they initially joined the ranks of the
legal profession this landmark book explains how to reconnect with the spiritual side of
law practice it presents profiles of firms and lawyers who have transformed their
practices from heartless and cold professional endeavors into kinder gentler operations
with more emphasis on the clients and their own emotional and spiritual needs
Transforming Practices 1999 in twenty two chapters divided into six parts for
convenience the authors not only lay bare the art of lawyering but also provide
invaluable nuggets of perfecting and excelling as a solicitor and advocate there is little
doubt that the contents of this book dramatically make a lawyer especially the lawyer
in africa to be more effective more skilful and a proper lawyer useful to the client and
society
Essentials of Lawyering Skills in Africa 2020-07-01 advice for aspiring lawyers in
seventeeth century england in this handbook doderidge one of the most distinguished legal
figures of his age advises aspiring lawyers among other points such as suggested readings
and advice concerning personal demeanor he urges the student to acquire a solid liberal
arts education that emphasizes subjects with practical application such as logic and
etymology regarding the specifics of legal education he discusses the best methods of
study and information on the sources and principles of english law reprint of the first
edition as distinguished a jurist as coke and bacon sir john doderidge 1555 1628 was a
counselor of the king s bench a serjeant for prince henry solicitor general and a member of
parliament he was the author of five important works that were all published
posthumously of books written about law to instruct students the most notable
written by a common lawyer is doderidge s english lawyer holdsworth a history of
english law v 397 398
The English Lawyer 2011-07 hiring a lawyer is easy but getting the lawyer you need for
a fair price is another matter here is an easy to use guide to the lawyer client
relationship from the initial planning of the search for a good lawyer to dodging the
final shock of a hefty bill each chapter is an independent source of useful solutions for
the lawyer challenged do you really need a lawyer and if so what kind how to hunt
down the best lawyer with a proven record of success how to interview the candidate
lawyer how to negotiate a fair and motivating fee arrangement and how to help your
lawyer obtain the results you desire while keeping legal expenses down published under
the transnational publishers imprint
Your Lawyer on a Short Leash 2023-10-16 this book primarily covers legal
professional ethics and court etiquette relevant to the duty of a lawyer in the major
legal systems of the world it emphasizes the point that lawyers must not only practice
their craft with absolute integrity but should also be well behaved and civil to each
other the courts and other court users lawyers are first and foremost officers of the
court it is their duty to assist the court come to a proper and just determination of the
issues in dispute serving before the court a lawyer s duty to the court includes candour
honesty and fairness lawyers especially in an adversarial system are required to act
professionally with scrupulous fairness and integrity and to aid the court in promoting
the cause of justice there is an obligation on a lawyer not to take on a case in
circumstances where the lawyer is plainly unqualified for the complexity of the task or
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has an inadequate knowledge of the area of law concerned it is the duty of every lawyer
to assist the judge by simplification and concentration and not to advance a multitude
of ingenious arguments in the hope that one of the many arguments will win the day
litigants and their lawyers are not entitled to the uncontrolled use of a trial judge s
time litigants are only entitled to so much of the trial judge s time as is necessary for
the proper determination of the relevant issues without this assistance from lawyers the
courts are unlikely to succeed in their endeavour to administer justice in a timely and
efficient manner
Lawyers 2020-03-23 this book is a fun introduction to law as a profession a broad
overview along with the mention of specific legal terms gives readers a good sense of
what lawyers do from schooling to becoming a judge a brief look at the life of a lawyer
is something we rarely get especially as children this book gives children a chance to
learn about lawyers and perhaps strike an interest in the profession at a young age
A Story of Lawyers 2012-02 publisher description
The Army Lawyer 1993 the most famous lawyer in america talks about the law his life
and how he has won johnnie cochran has been a lawyer for almost forty years in that
time he has taken on dozens of groundbreaking cases and emerged as a pivotal figure in
race relations in america cochran gained international recognition as one of america s
best and most controversial lawyers for leading the dream team defense of accused killer
o j simpson in the trial of the century many people formed their perception of cochran
based on his work in that trial but long before the simpson trial and since then johnnie
cochran has been a leader in the fight for justice for all americans this is his story
cochran emerged from the trial as one of the nation s leading african american
spokespersons and he has done most of his talking through the courtroom abner louima
amadou diallo the racially profiled new jersey turnpike four sean p diddy combs patrick
dorismond cynthia wiggins these are the names that have dominated legal headlines and
cochran was involved with each of them no one who first encountered him during the
simpson trial can appreciate his impact on our world until they ve read his whole story
drawing on cochran s most intriguing and difficult cases a lawyer s life shows how he s
fought his critics won for his clients and affected real change within the system this is an
intimate and compelling memoir of one lawyer s attempt to make us all truly equal in the
eyes of the law
A Lawyer's Handbook for Enforcing Foreign Judgments in the United States and Abroad
2007 from usa today best selling author john ellsworth michael gresham is a criminal
attorney with a client accused of murdering a judge s wife as the story progresses the
judge whose wife was murdered suddenly tries to hire michael gresham for himself new
revelations have the judge backed into a corner in this legal and financial thriller can an
attorney battle the system and win the notorious case other lawyers turned down can
michael gresham turn the tables on those who would see him dead and who is going to pay
for the injury and disfigurement they left him with a legal financial thriller that
introduces the first in a nine book series about michael gresham the chicago lawyer who
defends hopeless cases every day watch from your front row seat as michael walks into
this courtroom drama a huge underdog cheer him on as he uses all his wit and cunning to
defend the indefensible
A Lawyer's Life 2003 an odd couple legal team takes on drug lords corrupt judges
murderers the government and their own fully justified fears and self doubts from the high
powered offices of the bay area to the dangerous steets of central america martel
delivers a stunning legal thriller
The Lawyer 2020-06-10 john farrelly a na�ve young property lawyer is struggling to
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find his feet in austerity blighted post war britain an affluent elderly widow is persuaded
to change her will in favour of her impoverished carer the widow is poisoned the carer is
charged with murder representing the carer catapults john into the unfamiliar hostile and
adversarial world of criminal litigation troubling questions soon arise what has his
idolised charismatic but scheming brother got to hide does john know too much is this
really a job that he should have taken it s a capital offence there are no second chances
someone s life depends on the decisions john takes or doesn t take guilty or not guilty
there will be ramifications finally when it s over can he move on without a backward
glance or will the shadows of the past catch up with him threatening his perfect
lifestyle his reputation even his very existence
The American Lawyer 2012 super lawyer law school inspirational quotes journal
notebook lawyer appreciation gifts this inspirational quote notebook and journal is the
perfect lawyer law school appreciation gift over 100 lawyer law school inspiration
motivation and funny quotes on every page the cover is an inspirational lawyer quote
the pages are lightly lined perfect for planning to do lists lists ideas and thoughts give
a gift that is thoughtful and useful features high quality matte cover portable size
6x9 inches 100 pages inspirational quotes scattered throughout the journal
A Lawyer's Story 2021-03-31 he sued and took away the mob s casino now they want
it back in this highly charged crime fiction his estranged sister is charged with murder and
thaddeus murfee must defend an employee is arrested for a drug crime and he must defend
topping it all off thaddeus himself is charged with tax crimes at the worst possible
moment a crime thriller all but sweeps them away in this fast paced legal novel well
known lawyer thaddeus murfee has everything to lose and the weight of the legal world
on his shoulders a lawyer of four years who has earned his spurs murfee finds himself
defending three felony crimes including his own his new wife has given him a daughter and he
dotes on her then the mob comes legal suspense takes over and the reader is taken on a
wild ride through the nevada desert in this lawyer novel that takes you inside the
operation of the desert riviera casino and hotel plus the reader is witness to the
preparation and defense of three criminal cases it all comes together through the terrible
actions some would take against the young lawyer s family thaddeus murfee novel
categories include legal thrillers crime thrillers legal suspense lawyer mysteries crime
fiction mystery series romance suspense courtroom thrillers courtroom drama organized
crime gambling blackjack
All You Need Is Love and a Good Attorney 2019-10-10 these are perilous times for
americans who need access to the legal system too many lawyers blatantly abuse
power and trust engage in reckless ethical misconduct grossly unjust billing practices
and dishonesty disguised as client protection all this has undermined the credibility of
lawyers and the authority of the legal system in the court of public opinion many
lawyers these days are guiltier than the criminals or giant corporations they defend is
the public right in this eye opening incisive book richard zitrin and carol langford two
practicing lawyers and distinguished law professors shine a penetrating light on the
question everyone is asking why do lawyers behave the way they do all across the
country lawyers view certain behavior as ethical while average citizens judge that same
conduct immoral now with expert analysis of actual cases ranging from murder to class
action suits zitrin and langford investigate lawyers behavior and its impact on our legal
system the result is a stunningly clear eyed exploration of law as it is practiced in
america today and a cogent groundbreaking program for legal reform
Attorney at Large 2015-06-19
The Moral Compass of the American Lawyer 2011-10-12
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